NO.

AD

Poll Site Name

Manhattan
PS 206

Address

Ramps

508 E. 120 St., NY, NY 10035 The ramp had long
handrails so turning
could be difficult for
someone with a wheel
chair or walker. (See
photo #1).

Exterior Signage

Entryways/Pathways

There was no accessibility sign
at the main entrance.

Exterior Pathway
The path was not free of obstacles.
(See photo #2).

Interior
Signage

Interior Access (Includes
BMD placement)

Other Accessibility
Observations

BMD
Comments

ADA Coordinator

Checklist
same as
CIDNY's

Other Comments

Accessible
Bathroom

Voting Area
Ednita Cheek

Yes

1
PS 57

176 E. 115 St. NY, 10029

Riverton
Apartments

2200 Madison Avenue, NY, NY
10037

Riverside Park
Community

3333A Broadway, NY, NY
10031

2

The entrance had a double-leaf door
with 28" clearance space between the
doors. (See photo #3).

Maria Caraballo

The BMD has clearance of 2'3"x5'.
The refrigerator was connected to
the wall on left side of BMD.

Gloria Wright

The spacing could not
be corrected as the
BMD was plugged into
the same outlet as the
refrigerator. The
Coordinator tried to
work with the space
and issues.

There is a built-in descending
ramp right after turning left in the
poll room. The slope is 3.5".
Sharp slope to the floor, not
accessible or safe. There were
boxes of ramp parts not built in
the closet.

Pia Bouman

Coordinator said not
enough signs were
provided.

3
No signs along path except at
There was construction going on at
main entrance and by alternate main entrance covering 1/2 - 3/4 of
entry, that is, right by the ramp. the path. The separate accessible
entrance is far and around the back
past the garbage and parking garage.
Desolate. The main entrance could
be accessible, except its very far from
the voting room and also very odd.
(See photos #4 & 5). It is a steep ushaped built-in ramp with slope 3:24.

4
Bayard Rustin HS 351 West 18th St., New York,
NY

Badly beveled door lip. (See photo
#6). Inner section is broken/badly
worn, makes it difficult to go over.
Cone and object used as door stopper
are interfering with easy access. (See
photo #6).

Margo Fiengold

Max Meltzer
Community Ctr

94 East 1st Street, New York

A folding chair was holding door
open, narrowing the width clearance.
(See photo #7).

They do not seem
to be aware that
they need an ADA
coordinator.

Lesbian and Gay
Ctr

208 Wes t 13th St., New York Two ramps

One side of the path was clear, the
other had a sandwich board on top.
(see photo #8).

Carlyle Court

25 Union Square West, New
York

Not for general
public

5

6
Mat over wires
Paul Rhodes
might move.
Need to be
properly secured.

7

8

ADA privacy booth has 4'2"
clearance.

You can only
No ADA coordinator
approach BMD
from one side,
poll workers
think you should
be able to
approach from
both sides.

Workers complained
that it was very
difficult to set up their
site in the lobby of a
dorm and that
students kept traipsing
through from the
elevators. They had to
move to this lounge
from a different
building which had a
ramp with a slope that
was too steep. There
were not enough
plugs and too many
windows to set it up in
an ideal way.

PS 47, School for 225 East 23rd St., New York
Hearing Impaired

The ramp had less than
5' turning space.

the interior ramp in the cafeteria area
changes direction, has less than 4
feet level landings.

Ramp would be a school
issue.

ADA monitors,
They are trained.
They report they
are supposed to
check BMD
operation and
obstacles.

Tweed Court

52 Chamber St. New York

Portable metal ramps in 2
pieces, with rise of 4", no
need for handrails.

The path has a bit of slope up.
Entrance door it's heavy. The door is
not open. No one was helping to
open the door.

The double leaf door is
heavy and was not open

No ADA coordinator
Updated 2015, but
appears to be the
same

PS 3

490 Hudson St. New York

Mat over wire to BMD needs
to be secured to the floor.

Cannot understand
signature

PS 154

250 West 127th Street, New
York

9

10
Poll site is roomy and
accessible

11
The ramp is short and
has a lip 1 1/2" high. The
pavement at the exit is
uneven. (See photo #10).

The route to the accessible entrance 126th St. is in bad shape - with
abrupt level changes. The sidewalk is
cracked and uneven. (See photo #9).

NOBathrooms
upstairs and no
elevator.

The Ballot
Deirdre Rock
Marking Device
was not working.
The Coordinator
said she called it
in but no one
has been by to
fix it.

12

13

14

The Jackie
1573 Madison Avenue, New
Robinson Complex York

Ronnie Howard

No Barriers

Queens
PS 29, 125-10 23 College Point, Queens, NY
Ave
11356
PS 98-Douglaston 40-20 235 St., Queens, NY
School
11363

No Barriers
Ramped- Door closed but there was a
doorbell and a door monitor.

15

Table by BMD was removed

16

31-15 140 St., Queens, NY
11354

17

PS 94-David D.
Porter

41-77 Little Neck Parkway,
Queens, NY 11363

Bathroom
had no
stall=30"
between side
and stall

Peter

No Barriers
There was an
unassembled temporary
ramp on the ramp

18

Sherman Gumer
There were obstacles,
for example the cone
at entrance but this
was removed.

No Barriers
Needs more signage
PS 214Cadwallader
Colden

Yes

PS 129-Patricia
Larkin

128-02 7 Ave., College Point,
Queens

Aguilar Gardens

156-11 Aguilar Ave., Flushing, Inaccessible Ramp.
Queens, NY 11367
Ramp was 4:24.

Gerald Centro

Jack

This residential
building has an
integrated ramp as
part of the building
sitting on a hill that
makes the ramp
measuring 4:24. Then
there's another ramp
into the building that
measures 3:24. photo
available

19

20

21

Brooklyn
Unity Plaza
576 Blake Ave., Brooklyn, NY
Community
11207
Center
Transit Tech High 1 Wells St., Brooklyn, NY
School
11208

no handrails on ramp

Malinear Mc Guzy

Door monitor opens door and guides.
Cone blocks access on ramp (See
photo #12). All doors 35'', no signs.
(See photo #13).

Elevatorworker guides
voters to
correct floor.

Opens to gymnasium

Materials on the floor
prevent people using
wheelchairs from getting to
the BMD. (See photo #11)

Marie Harley

Space on BMD fixed,
coordinator said they
just got tables at 11
am.

PS 224

IS 302

755 Wortman Ave., Brooklyn, Ramp had 53'' width of
NY 11208
turn around space.
Person in a wheelchair
reported having difficulty
getting on the ramp.
Difficulty making turn
(See photo #15)
332 Linwood St., Brooklyn
No Barriers

PS 290

135 Schenck Ave., Brooklyn

PS 321

180 7 Ave., Brooklyn, NY
11215

William Maxwell
High School

145 Pennsylvania Ave.,
Brooklyn

Ramp very long, should
have landing. (See photo
#19).

Manta Rosa
Sports Club

3386 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn,
NY

The landing on the ramp
is 40" and with door
closed not enough
clearance to open. Rang
bell but door clerk did not
respond.

PS 38

450 Pacific St., Brooklyn, NY

The slope of the ramp is
4:24 ramp

22

There were no signs on
Wortman Avenue or Hemlock
St. to show the way. Signs
weren't placed on East side of
building only front entrance.

Entrance at the back of school. The
lip at entrance was 1" high. See
photo #14).

Wires exposed too close to
machine (see picture), staff
moved it.

Darlene Coleman

Wire tripping hazzard,
It was fixed

Drena Douglas

Possible door monitor unclear of person
could see someone
with w/o
approaching
Space corrected when
told sidewalk hazard
(picture).

23

24

2 ramps, first 1:24,
Signs confusing, they point in
second 2:24 no railing on both directions. (See photo
one side (See photo
#16).
#17)
Temporary ramp poorly
designed, handrails
missing, missing caps at
the end of the rail. There
was no place to install
the missing section of
handrails. (See photo
#18). Ramp slope 4:24.

Abigail Ryan.

The door opening is 28" wide with
push bar.

There is 5' clearance on one side
of the BMD. Power station and
BMD sign blocks the other side.
Electrical outlets are limited so
other equipment is plugged into
the power station on the other
side.

Kate

Yes

The Poll Worker
No
manual, gives
instructions for
clearance on one side.

25
Helen Jones.

26
There is a 1/2" lip at entrance to
voting area. There was clear
access at one side to get to the
BMD.

The site is small but the
equipment could be
arranged better to have
access. There were too
many chairs with people
sitting around.

Site Coordinator at
lunch spoke to
Linda.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

27
Broken sidewalk leading to accessible
entrance. The lip at the entrance is
approximately 2" high. (See photo
#20 & 21).

28
29

Brooklyn Prospect Ft. Hamilton Parkway,
Charter School
Brooklyn, NY
Bronx
PS 194

The door was hard to open.

2365 Waterbury Ave., Bronx,
NY 10462

The ramp had no edge
protection. It led directly
in the building.

The main door was closed and a bit
heavy for some people.

IS 192

650 Hollywood Ave., Bronx,
NY 10465

Saddle at entrance of
ramp is 1"; looks steeptoo dark to measure.
Landing = 4'x 4'

Door opening is 31"

MS 101, Edward
R. Byrne

2750 Lafayette Ave., Bronx

JHS 131 Albert
Einstein

885 Bolton Ave., Bronx, NY
10473

The BMD had 4 feet clearance.

The BMD was pushed up to BMD was
Richard Ashby
the wall due to no extension working but had
cord.
no extension
cord and poll
worker was
sitting next to it,
not sure if
people could use
it.

30

31

BMD had 4'3" clearance.

Barriers for BMD- Was out on break
chair- BMD 4' 3"
to wall

Double leaf door. Door opening is
31"

Poll worker moved
BMD and chair
blocking BMD.

Poll site Supervisor

32

33
Locust Point Civic 4400 Locust Point Dr., Bronx, 2 ramps- 2nd ramp does
Hall
NY 10465
not have 5'x 5' landing.
Landing is 4'x 5'

From inaccessible entrance
there is only one sign pointing
to accessible entrance, but
pathway to entrance is long

2 Entrances/ Door is only 31" Not
clear which is main entrance but
believe inaccessible entrance is not
the main one

BMD is distant from door and
desks-but they are using whole
room.
No interior path.

Kevin McQuay

No interior path

No

BMD moved out. None
Chair in front of
BMD - BMD too
close to the wall

Door monitor inside
closed door

34
Hutchinson River
Community
Center
35

1950 Hutchinson River
Parkway, Bronx, NY 10461

The ramp to the main
entrance is extremely
high.

The pathway is cracked and the
ramp to the main entrance is
extremely high.

Louisa

Yes

Jaime Towers

2050 Seward Ave., Bronx

Ramp is 35" wide.

Long distance to accessible
entrance, not enough signs.

Not enough
signs. No
interior signs

Moved BMD
Natalie Lawson
away from wall
at my
recommendation
and cleared path
between privacy
booth and BMD.
barriers were
removed, chair
moved & BMD
moved to give 5'
clearance.

36
PS 53 - Annex

360 East 168 St., Bronx

Door opening only 27". Accessibility
coordinators have to help people
squeeze in. (See photo #22).

BMD surrounded by equipment
tables, chairs, etc. Only 3' and 2'
clearance.      

BMD surrounded Rosalind Gardiner
by equipment
tables, chairs,
etc. Only 3' and
2' clearance.
Corrected BMD
but cant correct
narrow
door. (See photo
#23).    

37
Bronxworks
200 West Tremont Ave.,
Heights Sr. Citizen Bronx
Center

There is a double leaf door and the
second one is 31" wide. the door
clerk said a man had trouble trying
to get through and said he had to
back out. (See photo #24).

There's an elevator to
Stand signNone
second floor where voting is Moved to
done. There was only 3' 1" prevent blocking
turning space near BMD.
Poll worker corrected it.
Schematic photo shows
whole room available for
use but only half was
available.

38
Bronx Psychiatric
Center

CIDNY surveyors were
told the site could
possibly have been
moved to the building
across from
designated site but
they were not allowed
in to verify

1500 Water Place, Bronx

39
Staten Island
PS 19 The Curtis
School

780 Post Ave., Staten Island

40

Poll site was supposed
to be fully available
but isn't. This will
cause crowding at
presidential election if
not addressed

3 ramps going into the
building. All slopes were
good. 2 ramps were
metal and were put on
top of the built-in ramp.
The slope was fine. The
second ramp had a 1.5"
lip.

Sebastian Anyanuu

Summerfield UMC 104 Harbor Road, Staten
Island, NY 10303

The sidewalk is broken out front.
(See photo #25). The entrance door
has a lip that is 1.5" 2". There was a
door monitor.

Cichon Post

100 Innis St., Staten Island,
NY 10302

It is through a gravel parking lot with
spots of grass There's a 1.5" lip. A
woman was holding the door open at
the accessible entrance where there
was no one there earlier. The parking
lot to get in the accessible door is
very bad. (See photo #26).

PS 44 Thomas C.
Brown

80 Maple Parkway, Staten
Island, NY 10303

3 ramps going into the
building. All slopes
were good. 2 ramps
was metal and was
put on top of the
normal ramp. The
slope was fine. There
was 1.5" lip to sit on.

Shanda Scott-Arline
B caute

41

42

43

The ramp was short 2.5"-3.0", not even. No
one in a wheelchair could
make it.

The lighting could be better The
space was tight.

A woman was holding the
door open at the accessible
entrance where there was
no one earlier. The
pathway through the
parking lot to get in the
accessible door is in very
bad condition, with broken
pavement and patches of
grass.

None

I was taking pictures The doors
from the outside and a were small
man came out and
asked me questions.

David Thomas

The ramp was not
good- They did show
me a different ramp
that was ADA perfect.
I asked then why they
did not use . I was
told the BOE said use
the other one

